Weather and water in the Sudano-Sahelian Zone by Monteith, J L
Abstrad Evaporation horn bare soll surfaces and from 
vegetation plays a dominant role in the watcr balance of the 
Sudano-Sahelian zone. Starting from the formula first derived by 
Penman, equations are derived for (i) evaporation hom bare soil: 
(ii) potential transpiration hom well-watered crop stands; and 
(iii) actual evaporation from a reglon. ll~cae equations were used to 
estimate rates of evaporation in southern N k r  with emphasis on 
the contrast bchvccn a vcrv d w  y ~ a r  (1984) and n s e t  vear 11988). 
~ h c  annual evaporation f;om-d.re Dbi~ ia estimated io  be'aboit 
230 mm. Potential evaporation from uopa In the wst season is close 
to 6 mm per day, consistent with meaarrcmmts by Dancctte, but is 
underestimated in the dry s e w n  by the original Penman equation 
and by the Priestlcy-Taylor equation Actual reglonal evaporation 
estimated belwr.cn 1984 and 1989 ranged between 300 and 500 mm. 
Corresponding esHrnates of runoff arc consistent wlth published 
measurements raneine horn about 30 to 230 mm for areas with 
little vegetation and horn rcro to about 110 mm for areas with 50% 
vegetation 
WORLD WATER 
According to several suthoriticd quoted by Baumgartner & Reichel (1975). 
mean precipitation over the entire global surface k just over 1 m per year, 
but land aurfaces receive only 200 mm per year. The Sudano-Sahelian zone is 
usually defined in terms of rainfall limits that range 6 0 m  about 400 to over 
1004 mm: so in terms of-the water it raciveq the zone in relatively wet. 
Shortage of watcr In the semiarid tropia is not a WIMeqUcnce of poor 
annual rainfall. The problem for human settlement and particularly for 
a g r i d u e .  h the seasonal distribution of rdnN1 (Sivakumar & Wallace. 
1991) and the rate at which it h 1-t by evaporation 
Water vapour held in the earth's atmosphere h equivalent to about 
20-30 mm of liquid wata.  an amount that would be exhausted in less than 
10 days if it were not continually replenished by evaporation horn the owns, 
from soil and from vegetation In some temperate environments and in the 
humid tropia, evaporation is a rel&vAy mall  6rrction of annual rainfall; but 
in m i a r i d  regions evaporation k a major canponmt of the water balance in 
all years - and it is the onIy mdm&m ior l a  in wry dry psn 
lhis&nwwlllbeconcsmadlllaidywithvqnInwhich~%tioacan 
be -&d In the Sudano-S.h.Liul wm and with implica(ionr for other 
ways in which water car! be lost by percolation or overland flow. The way 
will then be dear  for the following speakers to de& with these processes in 
more detail. 
WATER BALANCEi 
Within any defined hydrological uni l  conservation of mass requires that the 
input of water over a given time must be precisely balanced by the loss of 
water and/or by a change in the amount of water stored within the unit. For 
a simple unit such as the top 2 m of soil within a catchment, the balance can 
k written as: 
where P is precipitation, E is evaporation, R and D are the net amounts of 
water lost by overland flow and deep percolation respectively. and S is the 
increase in the amount of water stored in the soil. It is both convenient and 
conventional to nprnrr  each of these quantities a8 an equivalent depth of 
water per unit time, c.g. mm day" 
Throughout this meeting, we shall be concerned with all five variables in 
equation (1) but will treat them dIffcrently in t e r n  of measurement, analysis 
and management. We will be concerned with the variability and associated 
unpredictability of precipitation, the o m  variable that we cannot "manage". 
Even after 40 y e m  of attempts to "make rain" by seeding clouds, we are still 
unable to manipulate thh input; but model8 of atmospheric circulation suggest 
that global warming may eventually be responsible for inadvertent increases or 
decreases in rainfall. Unlike precipitation, evaporation is a quantity we can 
modify by management but only to a limited extent. 
Runoff is more amenable to management in ways discussed by Lal 
(1991) and Hoogmoed n d. (1991); and an inc rew in mil water or surface 
water storage discussed in scverd papers can be regarded a8 the prize for 
success in decreasing evaporation andlor runoff within a catchment. 
PRINQPL@S OF EVAPORATION 
l l ~ ~  rate at which water evaporates hom any wet surface is determined (a) by 
the physical state of the surrounding air aa &&tied by its temperalure (T), 
its vapour pressure (c) and its velocity; @) by the net amount of heat (H) 
supplied by p rowss~ l  sueh as radiathre'transfer and conduction: and (c) by 
the wetncss of the surface. 
The diffusion of heat or vapour from a wet llurface into the atmosphere 
ia often treated like a current paging through a reslstor in an electrical circuit 
and many system9 from which water evaporates contain two Ws of resistor. 
The &st (r ) depends on the M e c a  of the aerodynamic boundary layer 
over the r u f i ~ ~ e .  and therefore on wind speed and lurtate geometry. Fluxes 
of heat. water vapow and momentum d l  pass through thb type of redstor 
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(with a resistancc somewhat different for each of theme entitiah The second (r ) 
n a surface mistor which rettricts the d i d o n  of suss such as water vspour an% 
carbon dioxide in their pasage through pores in I c a w  or in sou. 
The equations d d x i b i i  how a wot surface uhngea heat and water 
vapour with the air pusine wcr it imlude surface tamparaturn M a variable. 
Although this quantity is continuowly monitond over the whole earth by 
radiometers mounted on satellite?, routbe mmeasumanta dose to the gcound 
are rare. Fortunately, Penman (1948) discowred a shnpk way of eliminating 
surface temperature from the equations in WM it appear@. Then if the 
evaporation rate E is expressed in mam per unlt area and per unit time and 
L is the latent heat of evaporation, the flux of latent heat (LE) becomes a 
funct~on of five quantities. V I L  
LE = LE (H. T, e, ra, r,) (2) 
The nature of this function in the Penman-Montelth (PM) equation 
(Monteith. 1981) is given in Appendix 1. Only one further detail is needed 
here: the numerator of the equation contains a term proportional to the 
saturation deficit of the air which ia: 
D - c,(D - c (3) 
where c is the saturation vapour prearure of air at temperature T. 
Th% main obstacle to the operational use of the PM equation is that r,. 
like surface temperature, is sddom -red in a routine way. The equation 
has therefore been w d  for diagnosis rather than prognosis in the analysis of 
experiments where evaporation rate was measured along with H. T, c and r 
in order to determine r,. From a substantial body of knowledge accumu~ated 
owr 25 years, it is clear that whrrsas the value of r for water and for 
thoroughly wetted soil is zero, it is about 60 r m~" for most types of 
well-watered vegetation. 
In the material that followa equation (2) L wed initially in a 
conventional way to specify the rate of evaporation from a barn soil surface 
or from a crop with foliage whose "wctnas" can be p d b c d  by the value 
of r The equation is then manipulated to obtain a new formula which does 
thes;evem: it atimates r from the state of the atmosphm and therefore 
provldes a way of meaai&g the crmcrJ evaporation from natural surfaces on 
a regional sale. 
EVAPORATION FROM BARE SOIL 
Because vegetation is s p a  throughout the Sub-Sahei ian  region, 
evaporation dircftly from the aoil surface represents a major component of 
the water balance. Even on land that L cropped. roil ia l i l y  to contribvte 
at least 3G% of the warn lost, by evaporation during the p w i n g  s a w n  
(Wallace, 1991). Dedpite the uaportlncc of ttdr cawom4 attsmpb to 
estinute soil evnporation fcgiondly an wrg ren. 
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When. after rain. water begins to evaporate fmm .bare soil, it is 
replenished by the upward diffusion of liquid water fmm wetter mll below. 
Water also diffuses aa vrpMlr in a direction daermined by gradients of 
vapour pmswc; so, at  night. the rurfrc of the soil can be re-wetted by 
distillation from wanner, deepr soil to a cooler dry surface 
Formal equations for water, vapour. and heat transfer have been used in 
models that simulate evaporation from soil (e.& Van Bavei 8 HiUel. 1976) 
but relevant soil parameters am often lacking and models h o m e  complex 
when they am extended to take account of proaasu in the ahnosphere as 
well as in the mil. However. the evsporation from drying soil can be predict- 
ed from the PM equation if it is aakumed that the naistance to the diffusion 
of water vapour upwards to the soil surface ia proportional to the amount of 
water previously lost by evaporation (see Appendlx 1). In effect, this is a 
two-layer model in which the top layer of soil, through which vapour diffuxg 
is assumed to be completely dry whereas the lower layer, from which water 
evaporates, is aaaumed to be at fidd capacity. Dcspite this grow simplification. 
the model predicta that an initial madmum rate of evaporation determined by 
:zt:t."p',"" 
way to a rate proportional to the aquam root of time as 
Dependence on the square root of time is consistent both with 
theory for an isothermal column of soil and with field observations on bare 
so11 in the field where vertical gradients of temperature are always present. 
Figure 1 shows how well the simple theory fits measurements of 
evaporation from a Vertisol and an Alhrol at ICRISAT Center, India 
(Vollebcrgh, 1984) and from a sandy Entisol at ICRlSAT Sahelian Center 
(ISC). Niger (Wallace el a/., 1989). An even better fit to the observations 
could be obtained by accepting the conventional aaaumption that the 
evaporation rate remains constant until the surface of the soil becomes dry. It 
appears that this constant-rate phase lasted for about three days in the 
Vertisol, two in the AlEaol and one in the m d y  Entirol. .However, for the 
purposes of calarlating total evaporation over periods of a week or longer, no 
significant error is generated by ignoring the constant-rate phaac. 
'Ihc constant (A) defining the relation between mil redstance and 
accumulated water loas (see Appendk 1) depends, fnter alla, on mluimum 
volumetrk mil water content. lhls quantity rppaara to be around 10% for the 
most common soils in the Sudano-Sshelian zone, implying that the formula may 
med little adjustment between sites Moreover, when annuel maporation from 
the sandy Entisol waa whnatad from rainfill recorded at ISC doubling the value 
of A from 2.5 to 5 mm2 day" increased evaporation only by about 10%. This is 
equivalent to increasing AIE from 0.5 to 1 mm (in the belief that the value 
obtained at ISC is probably &imal), in which case total evaporation ranged from 
217 mm in 1984 and 1987 to 257 mm in 1986. The range is small, poasibly becaw 
the maximum rate of evaporation from a wet mil surface is lea in wet, cloudy 
years than m drier and more sunny para. 
An indirect check on the validity of these estimates of evaporation is 
provided by the relation between precipitation and ~ n o f f  in the 
Sudano-Sahelian zone, plotted for three tgpes of surface by Day et al. (1976) 
from munrmnenta bg Dubmil. Some of the memnments relevant to 
bare a l l  surfaces are plotlad in Pig. 2(a) (open rquarcr) along with part of a 
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days 
Fig. I Cumulalive cvapomtion Jbm Nvrc rypes of soil as a p c t i o n  
of rime a f i r  last complete welting. The poinls arc measurements and 
Ihe t h e  cwvcs werc pncd by wing equation (A5J with an initial 
evapomlion rate of E& = 5.0 mm day.' and with the following volues 
for the soU-dependcnt parameter A/E;  Vcrfirol - 10 mm; Alfirol - 
3 mm; Enluol - 0.5 mm 
curve which Davy el a/. appear to have drawn by eye through the complete 
set of points for each of the three ~l r faua The curve in Fig. Z(a) is for 
"steppe and thorny steppe with Imu, than 50% crop fields" and applies to 
basins up to ZMX) km2. 
The full squaru in Fi& Z(a) reprssent a fraction of rainfall minus 
estimated soil evaporation at ISC for each year from 1984 to 1989. When 
runoff was assumed to be half of this net lo=, the sh ISC points were found 
to be congruent with the much larger data rct used by Dsvy el a/. (1976). 
The relatively small inter-annual differences in E, are demonutrated by the 
proximity of points to the straight line rsprsenting an annual mil evaporation 
of 230 mfi. The rienifiuuIcr of F& 2@) is disa1~8~d later. 
WAPORATION FROM -ATION 
The term "potential transpiration" is often rucd to d u c r i b ~  the cyapontion 
from a plant atand completely c m w h g  the pound and dnoly sapplied with 
water - a qmitication drawn up bg Penman (1948). A further ratriction 
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Rg. 2 R w  as puretion of minfall f i r  carchmcnts with little 
vcgctaffon as ploflcd by Davy d aL (1976) pom Ihq work of Dubnuil 
(open pdno pnui by thin m e ) .  PLca points obtained as a paction f 
of the difitWIC~ between ngioncrl rainfall and evaporation fir southern 
Niga. 1984-1989. In (a) f - %and in (b) f '/$(see rut). 
sometimes imposed L that the vegetation I o u l d  be "ahort" because 
turbulence is more vQoroua over a tali crop than aver a abort one. However. 
bccauw both latent and'smdble heat trpnsfer depend on turbulence and 
bccauw their sum is constant, one cannot inauae without the other 
decreasing. Commonly the ratio of the two h t  tluxca is such that neither 
depends strongly either on wind speed or on the aerodynamic roughness of 
the surface and the turbulence that it generates. 
Potential evaporation (q), as thua &bed,  can be determined 
theoretically or experimentally in a number of ways: 
(a) From thc original Penman (1948) formula for evaporation from open 
water. Penman multiplkd this quantity by an empirical season-dependent 
W o r  to obtain E; for ngelaticn 
(b) From the Penmnn-MoaWtb equation amudng an arbitrary value for 
the umW r&dmce r, (ra Appendix 1). 
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(c) From olher physicdlly-Wd formulae, notably that derived by Priestley & 
Taylor 0 (1972) (see Appendk 1) in .which' radiation and 
temperature are the only weather variables and there is no term 
quivalent to a surface resistance. 
(d) By direct meaarrcments u& lysimeters, by monitoring changes in soil 
water content, or by measuring fluxes of water vapour in the 
atmosphere (see Wallace. 1991). 
The last method is the most reliable but there are few environments in which 
a uniform stand of vegetation can be rcadiiy maintained throughout the year 
and this problem is acute in the semiarid tropics. By skillful management. 
Danatte (1976) wa? able to obtain consistent measurements of ET for well- 
watered grass grown on lysimeters at three s i te  in Senegal from 1968 to 1970 
(Fig. 3). At the most northerly site (Richard Toll) annual rainfall is about 
300 mm, at the most southerly (Sefa) it is 1300 mm and at the intermediate 
station of Bambey it is 650 mm. 'Ihe seasonal variation in potential 
evaporation rate is therefore much smaller than the variation in rainfall. It is 
also in the opposite direction becauk high rainfall is ~sociated both with 
high humidity and with a loss of radiant energy intercepted by cloud. 
J F Y A Y J J Y L S O N D  
F& 3 MeasuremrmC of potenfial evapomfton fmm wcll-watered 
gmu gmwn af fhne stations in Senlgal fmm 1968 fo 1970 Ofom 
Dancene, 1976). 
Dancette was alao able to show (Dancette & Hall. 1979) that the 
amount of water E (mm) used by millet, groundnut and cowpea grown in 
Bambey was linearly related to the duration of the growing season d (days). 
Measurements for all three spedcs flned the relation E - 5.7 (d - 16). 
equivalent to a constant mporation rate of 5.7 mm day-' after an induction 
period of 16 days when evaporation was effectively nil. 
'Ihe mcaarrcmcnts for Bambcy can be compared with potential cvspora- 
tion cstimates for 1SC in N i i r  (-hat drkr) u*ng standard climatic 
records in the equation8 assodsled with methods (a) to (c) (Figs 4(a) and 
(b)). Cornpasine Figs 3 and 4, it a p p u n  that the dossrt agreement between 
Bambey rnca6urnnmts and ISC utimatu is given by the PM equation with 
r = 60 s m". ~ e c m t n t  is clokr in the firat half of the season than in 
tKe xcond. posibly b e a u x  of senescence at the end of the'ralny season. 
Both in a very dry year (1984) and in a wet o m  (1988), the original 
Penman formula and the PM quation agree well during the rainy season. 
During the dry season, the Penman formula systematically predicts less 
evaporation because the aerodynamic term In the equation is substantially 
Rg. 4 Btimalu of potential maparation and m8arunmW of 
rainfol for ICRISAT SdheIian Cenfer In (a) a dry war, 1984 and 
(b) a wet year, 1988. 
I: Pmm011-Mdetth equotbn with r, - 60 8 m-!. 13: Pmman 
fomruia; +: +:xlIey-Tnylor equation. 
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underestimated as shown by m o m  & Oliver (1977). 
During the whole of the dry seeson. the PT' formula grossly 
underestimates ET, a conclusion already reached by Sivakumar ef al. (1991) on 
the basis of West African data and by Gunston & Batchelor (1983) for 30 
stations in the tropics Even in the wet season, the PT formula systematically 
underestimates ET compared with the Penman and PM equations when 
rainfall is deficient (1984), but the threc formulae ~ e c  clowly when i t  is 
abundant (1988). 
Advcction In principle, the PT type of equation (in which there is no 
saturation deficit term) cannot provide a correct estimate of evaporation 
unless the saturation dekit  of air to which foliage is exposed Is the same as 
the deficit in air passing over the foliage. This condition appears to be 
satisfied rapidly when air moves over a surface when r is 60 s m" or 10% 
more slowly as r, increases, and not at all when 'here Is virtually no 
evaporation. Similarly, all versions of the Penman equation fail in conditions 
where there are significant horizontal gradients of temperature and humidity, 
as when air in equilibrium with a dry surface paascs over a crop or vlce 
versa. 
In practice, the most important cax  is when dry air p w s  over an 
irrigated area Near the upwind boundary of the area, evaporation is wually 
substantially faster than predicted by Penman-type equations because the flux 
of water vapour leaving the surface is larger than the flux at the height where 
temperature and vapour pressure are measured. 
Several attempts have been made to explore this problem theoretically 
(e.& Philip. 1987) but none includes the full complexity of chmgca in surface 
roughness or in canopy resistance which responds to spatial changes of 
sahlration deficit 
Reliable experiments on the effects of advection on app evaporation are 
also rare. In one trial on irrigated rice in southern Australia, Lang el a/. 
(1974) found that the rate of evaporation 20 m from the kading edge of the 
field was about 120% of the rate 500 m downwind. Estimates of advcction 
were obtained by subtracting the rate of evaporation predicted by the FT 
equation from the rate measured by lysimetcrk 'Ihe scale of advection esti- 
mated in this way wss anomalously large, probably becauac (he FT equation 
substantially undereatimatcd the true rate of potential evaporation When the 
PM equation w ~ s  ured to calculate rehence evaporation, the enhancement of 
evaporation by advection was about 40-50% near (he leadig edge of the 
field, decreasing to about 10% at 500 m. It b l low that even in mall irriga- 
tion schemes with dimcn8iona of a few hundred mctreq the underestimation 
of evaporation using the PM equation b ltnlbly to exceed 20%. 
Actual evaporation 
Thc rate of evaporation from a crop stand cannot reach (he potentid rate, as 
deftned above, i t  
(a) The maximum rate of water uptake by root8 is led than the demand 
for water s t  by the.micmclimate of the foliage. In thjs cart, leaf cells 
lose part of their water and stomata cloac* brineing the rate of 
transpiration d o s r  to the point at which it match= uptake. 
(b) Ground cover is 'incomplete so that the amount of radiant energy 
intercepted by foliage is lesa than the amount maived on a horizontal 
surface. 
During a dry spell, both t k  comhnints may opante together: reduction of 
leaf growth and the curling of leaves arc m u h u h u  used by plants to 
minimize stress during drought. Here, promasea (a) and @) will be treated 
separately. 
Rcstrictcd uptake Over the past 30 yean. many field studies have 
examined the rcsponx of crops to drought in t e r n  of the diurnal and 
seasonal behaviour of stomata However, the main h c t i o n  of stomata 
during drought is to act aa a valve that matchu water supply and demand as 
closely as diurnal changes in both thew quanlitlts wlll allow. Supply is 
determined not by stornatal behaviour but by the movement and aetMty of 
root systems and the distribution of water In the layen of soil which they 
penetrate. 
Unfortunately, much lurs is known about the ability of roots to capture 
water than about the ability of stomata to control I t s  nubmpucnt 1 0 s  llhe 
size and rate of growth of roots have been determimd for a range of species 
but there are few measurements of the reristurcu, and potentials in the 
soillroot system that determine the rate of water uptake. 
In a simple empirical model bypaying the kind of detail that ia rarely 
available, water uptake by an extending root ryatem can be expressed as a 
function of two parameters only, both of which can be estimated from 
changes in soil water content throughout the growing swmn and at a range 
of depths (Monteith. 19S6. 1988). The parameten are: the.velocity (u) with 
which the maximum depth of extraction movu downward an a root system 
extends; and the time constant for the procus of extraction at a given 
depth.which can usually be npresscd as an exponential function of time. 
Based on evidenca obtained on a V e r b 1  and on an Alfisol at 
lCRlSAT Center in India, u is about 3 to 4 cm per da$ for both sorghum 
and millet and time constants are of the order of 40-80 daya for healthy 
stands of these speciea Theory gives the rmmimum rate of extraction as 140 
where 6 is the madmum water available to plants per unit loll volume. 
For 0 - 0.1, a rrprc&ntativc value for soil8 in the Sudnno-Sahelian zone. 
the madmum rate of h p &  ia about 3-4 m par, day. Thia range ia 
consistent with measurements by Azdm-Ali et al. (1984) who grew millet on 
deep sand at the AOREWM3 Centre 'in Niamey. The aop was sown at 
the end of the rainy season and so depended entirely on water stored in the 
profile which was extracted to a depth of about 25 m A transpiration rate 
of 3-4 min day" is somewhat less than the potentlal rate of demand during 
the rainy wason as given in F i  3 and 4 and is much less than the demand 
during the dry season. It bllowa that both the transpiration and the growth 
of c m o l s  in the Sudano-Sahelian zone will proceed at sub-potential rates 
unless they receive water regularly aa rain or i m t i o n  
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tnwtn~Ictc ground owcr When there is not enough foliage to shade 
the ground completely, the value of net radiant energy as used in the 
Penman. PM and PT equations is smaller and the d u e  of r is larger than 
for complete c o k .  ~ ~ O W C Y C L  the soil arrface receives more' energy and is 
better ventilated m that evaporation from the soil surface prowds  faster 
than when the canopy is complete. 
This type of system is dficult to explore experimentally but several 
theoretical schemer have been developed. The original Penman equation 
treats a canopy as a single wet layer u p o r d  to the atmosphere (one layer 
model) whereas the PM equation also takes account of surface resistances to 
vapour diffusion (two-layer model: canopy and atmosphere). Shuttleworth & 
Wallace (1985) described a three-layer model in which the canopy was divided 
into an upper component (foliage) and a lower component (below foliage) 
which received heat and water vapour from the surface of the soil where 
conditions were prwcnbcd. Choudhury & Monteith (1988) then added the 
soil as a fourth layer, defining its effective resStance by equation (A2) and 
also taking account of temperatun gradients in the soil (wMch the treatment 
in the Appendix d o a  not). 
Common to three- and four-layer models is the conclusion that, when 
cover is incomplete, the wetness of the soil surface plays an important part in 
determining the saturation deficit of air surrounding foliage and the relative 
amount of total evaporation contributed by transpiration (Ritchle, 1983). 
Water that evaporates from soil beneath a crop ahould not be regarded M 
entirely wasted because the humidification of air within the canopy reduces 
l t ~ c  demand for water imposed on leavca by their microcllm8te and therefore 
allows stomata to open more widely. with the consequence of a faster 
photosynthetic rate. 
REGIONAL EVAPORATION 
In principle, evaporation from a region encornparsing many tpes  of land 
surface can be estimated in two distinct ways: by aateating the loss of water 
from each component separately, using one of the methods already outlined; 
or by measuring botb spatial and temporal changes in the amount of water 
vapour held in the atmosphere. 
In practice, however, worljng with individual components is rarely 
feasible because surface characteristics, especially wetneu. are unhown. 
Moreover, accurate i ipres for the fraction of land under different typca of 
management are not usually available in unpopulated regions though nome 
can be derived frcm satellite images. 
As an example of the sccond and less common method, auawei & Yi 
(1989) estimated the water balance of malnland China from radiorcnde 
ascents made hvlce a day at 53 stations. However. this type of estimate has 
not been used operationally bccauv of the largc number of ftwamements 
needed to assea spatial and temporal changu of ankt content 
Bauchet (1963) auggcsted that regional evaporation could be catimated 
by making the intuitive assumption that a c t ~ d  and potential rates d 
evaporation are "complementuy", i& that their sum is constant. Although 
Morton (1983) has schieved some mcms with Ulip method by a series of 
empirical modifications to the Penman equation, it Is not supported by the 
behaviour of the Convective Boundary Layer (the lowest 1-2 kin of the 
atmosphere) as analyscd by McNaughton & Sprlggn (1989). 
In a new method for estlmating regional wapmtlon dewibe.d in the 
Appendix, it is suggested that the d k d  "conatant" of the Priestley Taylor 
equation can be heated as a aimple function of mean daily saturation deficit 
divided by A, the rate at whkh saturation vspour p M u r e  changes with 
temperature (at mean air temperature). Udng th& assumption to write 
equation (AS), daily rates of e~poration at ISC for tvm contrasting years 
were estimated: 1984 which war cxccptlonally dry (335 mm) and 1988 which 
was wet (563 mm). 
In preliminary calculations, the evaporation for 1984 substantially 
exceeded rainfall, probably b a s u k  the rain recorded st  ISC was less than the 
regional average (whereas temperature and uturation defidt change relstively 
little from station to station in the same +on). Thc ISC temperature and 
vapour pressure record was used along with the mwagc rainfall for three 
stations close to the River Nier: Say (20 km from ISC), Tiiiabery (155 km 
horn ISC) and Gaya (335 km from ISC). 
The bottom half of Figa 5(a) and @) givca dally rainfall and 5-day 
means of estimated daily evaporation for the region. The upper half of each 
figure contains the predicted daily change of mil water deficit for a layer of 
soil with a specified marimurn deficit This value and the value of Dm in 
equation (A7) were obtained an follow& 
Becaw the regional mean rainfall for 1984 was only 335 mm and 
because daily totals cxcding  20 mm were r m  st  the four stations uscd, 
runoff was assumed to be negligible in this year. The value of D A used in 
equation (A,) and the value of the meximum deficit were then adjGsted until 
two conditions were satisfied: 
(a) The annual total of evaporation should be dose to the annual rainfall. A 
value of D A - 123'C gave an evaporation of 341 mm against 
rainfall of 3 d m m .  
(b) The amount of mil water carried over from 1984 to 1985 should be 
zero. This gave the maximum deficit as &out 30 mm, appropriate for 
bare soil but lesr than would be cxpsctsd lor natural vegetation and an 
order of magnitude too small for a aop wlth a vigorous root system. 
However. the value may well be reprcsentatlve of a rcglon in which 
vegetation occupiu a relatively mall fr8ction of the total land aurface. 
In P i  5(a). the (xhlal) evaporation rate bmly rcachea 3 mm day-' and 
follows .rainfall closely so that aunul.tive'raintal and eumulativc evaporation 
are highly correlated. Wallace U a/. (l9908) reported m e w h a t  higher values 
of evaporation from bare soil and born faiow bushlad bctwcm 3 and 4 mm 
day-' over a period of five days in September of 1986. For most of the dry 
1984 season. the mount  of wcrtsr hdd in the mil profile (ia. 30 mm minus 
the mil water ddidt) is l a #  than 20 mm, lmplyiw a major ahortage of water 
for egria~ltural producdo~ 
The rame values of D$A and mahnum ddcit  w e  used to estimate 
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11& 5 Lowu part o f  each gmpk mlnfaN (bm)  and utimated 
a m 1  evaporaffon for soruhem Niger (r). Upper paH: moirtw 
AqMt ln In 1a.w containing 30 mm water at field capaclly. Results 
are dunvn for both (a) a eyem, 1984 and (b) a wf year, 1988. 
remonal evaporation for 1988 when the mean rainfall war 563 mm (Fig. S@)). 
Again, the seasonal pattern of evaporation matches rainfall; but in contrast to 
1984, available soil water exceeds 34 mm for most of the searon urd the 
dafmnce of 238 mm betare.cn rainfall md empmuion i m p k  that a rubrt.lr- 
tial mount of water w u  available for Nnoti md rechar& groundwrtcr. 
Aa a further, indirect c k k  on the validity of thac d m a t a  of regional 
evaporation, a fraction of the diLlaen~e between rainfall md waporstlon w a ~  
plotted against rainfall (Fig. 2@)). In this casc. assuming, that the fraction 
was one third (compared with a M f  for bare soil) gave a set of annual 
values (full squares) consistent with the observations reported by Davy d a/. 
(1976) for "thorny steppe, arboraceous steppe and savanna with at least SO% 
crop fields" (open squares and fitted cum)  Evaporation is not independent 
of rainfall as in Fig. 2(a) but ranges from about 330 to 480 mm. 
CONCLUSION 
In this review, several ways have been outlined of esmbliahing how the rain 
that falls in the Sudano-Sahelian zone is subsequently relurned to the 
ahnosphere by evaporation at the point where it falls. Proms in measuring 
and estimating evaporation, can be summarized in tenm of three spatial 
scales First, on the scale of 0.01 to 1 km2, evaporation from bare soil or 
from vegetation can be determined from continuow measurements of vapour 
flux wet  uniform plrfaees: from intermittent mearunments of soil water 
content (where uniformity is again important); or by appeal to the PM 
equation provided a surface resiatance can be chakn with confidence. 
Wallace (1991) gives relevant tcdmical details. 
Second, on the much larger wale of 1@ to lo7 km2 whlch indudes the 
entire Sudano-Sahelian tone, a net input or output of water vclpour could, in 
principle, be obtained from atmospheric soundin@ but the number of radio- 
sonde stations currently operating in the zone is too unall to hold erron within 
acceptable limits. An alternative is to use satellite images to estimate rainfall 
(from cloud top temperatures (Milford & Dugdale, 1990)), evaporation (from 
surface temperatures (Seguin d 01.. 1989)) and water near the soil mrface (from 
microwave emistivity). A vast data basc already exists but cannot be properly 
exploited until more attention is paid to collecting "ground huth" and to 
developing the mechanistic models that are needed to minim empiirkism. 
The gap between t h u r  two acales - roughly from 1 to 10' km2, will shortly 
be flied by an international energy balance experiment (HAPEX-II-Sahel), to be 
mounted in Nier in 1992 HAPEX-II-Sahel should provide much of the 
information needed to interpret and exploit records from satellites. It should also 
generate new insights into the bchsviour of the Cnnwiive Boundary Layer in the 
Sudano-Sahelian tone M a basis for developing a bctta method of cstimatlng 
aclual evaporation from dimatic records than the one I have proposcd here. 
This meeting provide a timely oppomtnily to review what we now know 
or do not know about the water balance of the Sudano-Sahelian tone. I 
hope that material from HAPEX-II-Sahel will subrtantlally advance our 
knowledge for the benefit of all thosc who live and work in this taring but 
precious environment 
Achaalcdgcmmt I am most grateful to Dr M V. K Sivlkumar who provided 
most of the weather records on whish the analysis in this papa is bared. 
artidt MI submitted aa w ~ m  paper no. 625 by the International Crop8 
Racarch lmtitute for the Semi-Arid Tropifs (ICRISAT). 
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APPENDIX 1: 
EXTENSIONS OF T H E - P E N M A N - M O m  (PM) EQUATION 
Gcnarl form 
A general form of the PM equation for the lorn of latent heat horn a surface 
of spedfied resistance is: 
+ Pcpir, 
La- 
b + 7 (1 + rJrJ 
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Parameters not defined previously are: 
A = increase of saturation vapour pnssure with temperature (Pa'C1), 
7 - psychrometer conrtant (66 P a r ' ) ,  
pc, = volumetric heat of air (J m" TI). 
Eguation (Al) is obtained by eliminating surface temperature from a 
set of primary equations describing the heat balance of a nutace such as 
soil or a vegetation cdnopy and the exchange of knaible and latent heat 
between that surface and the he pplbdnO aver it (Monteith, 1981). 
Allen el at. (1989) recently compared predictions of evaporation using 
five versions of the Penman tonnula (including the original) with 
m h r e m e n h l  of evaporation fmm ~prrr or lucame gmwn on 
well-maintained lysimeters in different dimatas 
The PM quation gave the best agreement batwcen prediction and 
measurement both in humid and In dry dimatcs and for montha when 
the evaporation rate mached a msdmum as well a8 for annual totala 
On the basis of this study. a group of experts meeling at  FA0 in May, 
1990 recommended that the fonnla should be adopted a8 a basis for 
calculatiig crop water nqirementa in place of the fonnula reierrsd to a8 
FAO-24 (Doorenbos & Pruitt. 1977). Crop wf ldenta  will continue to be 
used, as by .Abdulmumin & Misari (1990) for northern Nlgetia, until they 
can be replaced by seasonally-changing values of r, 
EMporation &om mil 
To apply equation (Al) to mil, the resistance to the upward diftusion of 
water vapour within the soil proFilc is auumed to increase in proportion 
to the amount of water last by evaporation (E,) since the last complete 
wetting, 1.c. 
where m is a constant which is a hmtion of the mil diffuskity. 
Substituting for r, in qwHon (Al) and rearranging tsmu (me MonteltH. 
1981) gives: 
where 
and Eq is the initial maximum rate of empadon when r, --0. 
Inegmmg equation (A31 g h  the aunnl.dve evrpontlon s. 
When evation (Al) is applied to vegetation. r is iden- aa the datanet 
of a leaf canopy. treated. in effect, u o m  I& kaL Despite this saneping 
simpli6utknr the equation hu mnncd mndstcntiy when applied to 
many types of crop stand and even to fomtb provkled the ground Ls well 
wwmd bg foliage. Much more oampla khtmes arc nwdcd to descrk 
and explore how tranrpiration Ls distnited layer by Iqcr within a canopy 
(Raupach & Finnigan, 1988). 
When vqctation is s p a  and the soil surface is wet. 60 that both 
leaves and mil make a aigniticant contribution to the total low of water from 
the system, the simplest kmunption is that the individual components depend 
on the rdativc amounta of radiant energy they InDsroept. This method. 
originally atgewted by Ritchie (1972). has been wlddy used in models of crop 
growth and water uac. but is subject to error which can be large for aparse 
crops growing on dry soil (Wallace et al, 1990b). 
McNaughton (1976) showed that when air paasss over an extensive and 
uniform land surface, the vertical gradient of saturation deEkit decreases 
When it vanishes, equation (Al) reduces to LE - [A/(& + y)IH. For 
well-watered vegetation. LE often exceeds this estimate by a factor a between 
1.2 and 13. The PT equation (Priestley & Taylor. 1972) Is: 
Regional evaporation 
Equation (Al) has rarely been uscd to estimate regional evaporation because 
of the difficulty of specifying an appropriate value of r .  especially when 
evaporation is limited by the supply of water to d b t  tybes of surface. A 
new paradigm is needed to make progrert lnrtud of regarding dally mean 
values of temperalure and vapour pressure as quantities that determine 
evaporation rate, can they be treated as consequences of that rate? 
Provided daily mean valued of radiation and windrpeed do not change 
much with time, a decrease in the supply of water for evaporation would be 
cxpcctcd to increase m a n  ah temperature and to decrerre vspour premre 
so that the saturation  pour pregure defidt would Incrracc In the extreme, 
found only in arid and m i a r i d  regions, the evapontbn mtc approaches zcro 
at the height of the dry season at whkh time the value of D would be 
axpeftcd to rCaeh a marimurn 
Exploring thir line d rruonhrs. with the hdp of dally weather words from 
ICRJSAT Sahelian Center, Ule quantity DlA was found to be a more consistent 
index d atmospheric dryness than D alone (F i i  Al). For nasofis to be disauscd 
dmpmm. the m d e d  con8t8nt (a) of cta m equation was earumed to d w u u e  
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Pig. A1 Value of D/A estimated jtwn climattc nc& at ICRISAT 
Sahelfan Center in 1984 (q) and 1988 N. Note sfmiladty of nc& in 
dry season bur not in mlny season. The vem'cal sfah is invencd to 
emphaske the inverse nlation between D/A and water supply or 
evaporation rate. 
linearly with DlA from a maximum value of a,,, when D is zero to zero when D has 
a maximum value Dm. The relation can be written: 
It was then possible to eliminate D from equations (Al)  and (AS) to establish 
the dependence of E on r Thts relation was found to be consistent with 
field observations of E antf' r from divcrse sit= (Monteith. 1965). provided 
am was set at about 1.6. &ascuringly. McNaughton (1989) was able to 
demonstrate that the same observations were consistent with de Bruin's 
(1983) model of thc Convective Boundary Layer. (Thia Is the layer. about 
1-2 km deep, within Mch heat and water vapour are achangcd with the 
earth's surface.) firther evidence for the validity of equation (AS) at least in 
the Sudano-Sahelian zone, Is given in the main tat. 
